ACROSTICS about PALANGA
Class IIC

Pine
Palanga’s full of them
In the streets, in disguise
Neat looking and so high
Everywhere, but only here
Pier
Partially a ship wreck
Inspired by a dumb thought
Everyone still looks at it
Reunites the beauty of it
Jonas Endzinas

Greenery
Golden, yellow, green, red
Rediscovering the nature of meth
Everyone fancies it
Everyone wants a piece of it
Newly grown and shining bright
Everywhere you look, you see it
Rocking on the streets of town
Yearlong and never ending crown
Jonas Endzinas

Amber
As you walk on the sandy shore
Maybe you will find some more
Bright and yellow as they say
Everyday sea comes and pays
Round and round they come
Seaside
Sunny and always warm
Even when the winter comes
Always welcoming and clean
Shining little crystals flee
In the end, it’s quite a treat
Dancing waves always meet it
Entering and never leaving
Jonas Endzinas

Tourists
They come from town to town
Out here looking for some fun
Using maps in every town
Roaming round this little town
If sun is setting down, they are there
Sightseeing everything, they are
Time of year for them is summer
Souvenirs is what they are looking for
Žygimantas Kruša

Palanga
Precious is this little place
Amber, which you can find on the shores
Living here is like a dream
At this town you can’t be sad
No one wants to leave this place
Gorgeous is this little town
Asteroids can’t hit this place
Amber
As sun sets you can find them
Might be insects inside them
Blue sea washes them to shore
Ending up on art and jewelry
Rocking with the fish and sea sound
Žygimantas Kruša

Seaside
Spring is my favorite season
Everybody goes outside
And sits in dunes watching the waves brake
So while everybody does that
I go to the seaside
Doing what I planned to do
Easy as that
Sunset
Seeing the colors of the sky
Us people, relax by waching them say bye
Nobody knows why
Simple like that
Everybody lights up like
The big circle of light
Lukrecija Abaravičiūtė

Amber Museum
Amber
Admiring the sea side
Many people go by collecting tiny pieces of Baltic
gold
Bringing joy to tourists
Every piece of amber
Roles in their pockets
Lukrecija Abaravičiūtė

Authentic spaces and historical interior,
Much visitors receiving every year,
Being in full of plants and flowers area,
Exists a palace over there.
Restored and full of beautiful collections,
Mysterious and gorgeous shapes of amber,
Us showing an adorable intention
Everyone will probably remember.
Unique exhibits that complements our knowledge,
Might have been used in school or college.
Kotryna Baltrušaitytė

Seaside
So many sights and places that you can visit
Especially the pier that Palanga is giving.
Along the sea this beauty is located
Surrounded by the things that God created.
Impression of this gorgeous view
Depends on seaside
Even if it`s not that blue.
Kotryna Baltrušaitytė

Seashore
Sand lightly flowing above the dunes
Every side you turn, you feel the wind breezing
Amber slowly peeping out of the ground
Sea waves mesmerising you deeply
Here you’ll see off birds, flying into the
nothingness beyond the horizon
Oh, no matter the weather
Right here you’ll want to stay always
Embracing the beauty of Palanga.
Viltė Daratytė

Summer

Waves
Waiting for the water to gently touch one’s feet
Arise various feelings
Vicious can be the infinite sea
Engulfing all those too sure of themselves
Sunrise is met and sunset is burried with the
waves crashing into each other.
Viltė Daratytė

Smilling people
Umbrellas at the beach
Melting ice
Music playing on Basanavičius street
Everyone enjoys the holidays
Ready to go watch the sunset (23)
Fire
Fear in the eyes
Important building Kurhauz
Realize that you can do nothing
Entire town scared of fire
Justė Galdikaitė

Beach

Sea

Blue waves dancing here
Every evening i admire
As i walk along the beach
Castles were built here for children
How can you walk past?

Sun is shining
Everyone is at the beach
All people are relaxed

Waves

Red color paints the sky
Evening is getting a little cooler
Sunset is coming
One cloud slowly disappears
Romantic vibes flood along the coast
The Baltic Sea calmly waves

When the storm raved
And wave come splashing
Variuos colors appear
Every passing moment
Short wave comes to you
Justė Galdikaitė

Resort

Rugilė Grikšaitė

Sunny
Seagulls all around the place
Untouched sand grains
Nice summer breeze
Now you’re at the place where you can feel at
ease
Yet, there is a rock that I’m trying to reach
Beach Vibe
Believe it or not, you can’t feel the time at all
Early in the morning in the sea I’m going to fall
Amber gems everywhere
Can you smell the freedom in the air?
Hush it’s the end of summer, NO that’s not fair
Very funny you think?
Imagine a ship that’s going to sink
Buddy breathe one more time
Exactly when you reach the finish line
Greta Korsakaitė

Bridge
Bridge leading you straight to the sea
Rare person, who hasn’t crossed this wooden
pier
It’s wonderful part of town
Dunes around form beautiful scenery
Greatest time to came there is when it darkens
Early people can also see amazing view of bridge
covered by fog
Rugilė Grikšaitė

Maironis
Maironis graduated from Kaunas high school.
And was also a Catholic priest and educator.
Is one of the most famous Lithuanian poets.
Responsible for leading efforts to restore the use
of the Lithuanian language.
One year of studies at the university.
Now his house in Kaunas is used as the
Lithuanian literature Museum.
In the later years of his life, Maironis worked as a
rector.
Studied Literature at Kiev University.
Beach
Being on the ocean is fun.
Eating delicious ice cream.
And help my brothers to build a sand castle.
Can we stay longer?
Hanging out with friends.
Seaside
Seeing people eating ice cream.
Eating all your food.
Amazing weather make people feel good.
Sandy beach.
Insect are all over the seaside.
Drink water to avoid dehydration.
Enjoy the beach.
Audra Mia Kraniauskaitė

Beach
Burning hot sun
Every day and every night
Afternoons are so much fun
Coffee shops and tasty cakes
Hanging out with my best friend
Amber
As I lay on the beach
My minds deviates to happy kids
Best memories about the summer
Evenings walking through the beach
Really fun to collect the amber
Waves
Wearing only swimsuit
All kids are so happy
Very fun to jump through the waves
Every want to go to beach
So they could see the biggest wave
Ugnė Baltrimaitė

Amber
Amazed by golden dots glowing in the dark
My head thought, ‘stars were falling out‘.
But after taking a couple of them in my hands
Easily realised that it was amber falling from the
sky.
Reminding me of the dream from the last night.

Beach
Beautiful park we have today
Everyone is enjoying their delightful day
A wonderful time to be at the beach
Come to see the sunset with me
Happy to live here in Palanga!

Seaside

Palanga

Sitting chatting with my friends,
Enjoying the amazing sunset view.
After last sun ray hid behind the wawes,
Saying that we shoud go back home.
Ignored the fact that night is getting near
Decided to listen to the sea’s night songs.
Enjoyed the music all night long.

Plenty of beautiful flowers over here
Always looks amazing at any time of the year
Living here is like a dream
Astonishing view from the bridge to the sea
Nature is at its peak, blending the wild blooms
with various shades of green
Great to be here in the summer
And make sure it makes you happy

Raminta Kairytė

Gustas Elijošius

